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Why eXtyles Arc?
 FASS Inc. is an association management organization that provides accounting, IT, membership
management, conference planning, and publication services to several clients, primarily in animal
agriculture.
 FASS provides publications services for the Journal of Dairy Science, JDS Communications, Applied
Animal Science, and Electrical Insulation Magazine.
 We use an eXtyles-Typefi workflow and the JATS DTD for journal production.
 We publish ~14,000 pages/year in four journals – approximately 45,000 manuscript pages.
 Running eXtyles manually before editing is a potential workflow bottleneck; eXtyles Arc seemed
like a potential solution to eliminate the manual process and add automation.
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eXtyles Arc: Getting started
The manifest (XML) contains the set of commands for eXtyles SI to execute.
The manifest writes messages to the log file in the LOG directory. These
messages can be used to track progress through the manifest. When
something goes wrong, the information in the log file can help you figure out
what and where the problem is.
Two inputs: the manifest (instructions) and the raw manuscript file
Three outputs: the eXtyled manuscript, the associated JATS XML file, plus the
log file
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eXtyles Arc: Workflow
1. Setup: The manifest prepares to activate and normalize the Word file.
2. Activation: The manifest activates the file and styles it using Arc-specific styles.
It then runs an Arc-specific set of auto-redact rules, converts the Arc-specific
styles to publisher-specific styles, and finally removes the Arc-specific styles.
3. eXtyles Processing: The manifest initiates the usual post-activation eXtyles
processes:
• Cleanup
• Publisher-specific Auto-Redact
• Advanced Processes
4. Output: The manifest finishes by exporting XML, saving and closing the nowstyled Word file, and saving and closing the log file.

eXtyles Arc: Testing, Testing …
1. First, we made sure that the manifest was executing the complete
workflow from start to finish.
2. We identified typical issues in manuscript files that prevented Arc from
correctly identifying and styling content.
3. We experimented with different file preparation steps to eliminate these
common issues and improve Arc’s ability to process files. Here are a
couple of examples:

eXtyles Arc: Testing, Testing …
• Arc expects to find a labeled running head but authors are inconsistent
about labeling the head as such:

eXtyles Arc: Testing, Testing …
• Some manuscripts include optional front matter, such as an interpretive
summary or highlights. Authors usually place this above the title. Arc
identifies and styles this content more accurately if it is placed after the
abstract and key words.

eXtyles Arc: Tweaks
1. Added a step pre-activation to remove graphics. This improved overall
performance and reduced manual file prep before running Arc.
2. Added a Cleanup step that uses our default settings so that the results
are the same whether we’re using Arc or manually running Cleanup.
3. Modified the manifest to write a second log file after all files in a batch
have been saved and closed. The appearance of this file in the LOG
directory signals that it is safe to move files to our editorial/production
file structure.

eXtyles Arc: Post-processing steps
1. Most information in the Document Information Dialog is automatically
entered from the ScholarOne metadata file (journal, article type, manuscript
number, DOI, etc.). However, some data must be entered manually: science
section, volume/issue, publication year, and license type.
2. Equations must be converted (if needed) from Word Equations (OMML) to
MathType after Arc processing.
3. We perform basic table cleanup/formatting before sending files to editors.
4. We run a Word macro that highlights italic operators (×, =, +, −); these are
difficult to see in Word but obvious in a composed article.

eXtyles Arc: Tips from FASS
 Every Arc style without a corresponding house style must be mapped to
Unmapped Content so that it can be easily identified and handled.
 For example, authors might include a heading “Figure Captions” in the raw
manuscript that should not appear in the edited manuscript. Arc should
identify that as Unmapped Content so that it can be assessed by an editor
and either correctly styled or deleted.
 Arc rarely “fails” to process. Three sources of failure:
 Files in .doc format
 Large files
 Nested tables

eXtyles Arc: Tips from FASS
We found it helpful to modify our Word template to make easily confused styles
more visually distinct. We eliminated (most) table styling issues by color coding
table paragraph styles:

eXtyles Arc: Abstracts
FASS manages several client society conferences each year, including their
scientific program. Managing abstracts is a labor-intensive, time-sensitive task.
Meeting abstracts are highly structured content with a subset of typical journal
manuscript styles. We have been using eXtyles for a number of years to clean
up, style, and “lightly edit” (via auto-redact) abstracts.
We are now using Arc to automate the styling and auto-redact processes for
abstracts, which is particularly helpful for a meeting with ~1200 abstracts in a
Word file of 900 pages.

eXtyles Arc: Batch Processing*
Automated system will
monitor the drop
folders, watch for
incoming jobs, run Arc
when files arrive, and
return processed files.

Journal drop folder

Abstracts drop folder

*Currently under construction
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